Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to give an explicit dimension formula for the spaces of vector valued Siegel cusp forms of degree two with respect to a certain kind of arithmetic subgroups of the non-split Q-forms of Sp(2, R). We obtain our result by using 
Introduction
Let B be an indefinite division quaternion algebra over Q with discriminant D. (See section 2.3.) This group can be regarded as a discrete subgroup of Sp(2; R). Our main theorem (Theorem 3.1) is an explicit formula for dimension of S k,j (Γ(D 1 , D 2 )), the space of vector valued Siegel cusp forms of weight det k ⊗ Sym j with respect to Γ(D 1 , D 2 ) for k ≥ 5. For example, for a prime number p = 2, we have dim C S k,0 (Γ(1, 2p)) = (k − 2)(k − 1)(2k − 3) 2 7 · 3 2 · 5 · (p 2 − 1) + 1 2 3 · 3 · (p − 1) + (−1) k (8 + ; m] k is the function on k which takes the value a i if k ≡ i mod m. This example is a formula for dimension of the space of scalar valued Siegel cusp forms of weight k with respect to Γ(1, 2p). Explicit dimension formula for the spaces of Siegel cusp forms of degree two has been studied by many mathematicians. Among them, Arakawa [Ara75] , [Ara81] , Hashimoto [Has84] and Wakatsuki [Wak, Theorem 6 .1] treated the non-split Qforms. Hashimoto [Has84] obtained an explicit dimension formula for scaler valued Siegel cusp forms for Γ(D, 1) and Wakatsuki [Wak, Theorem 6 .1] generalized it to the vector valued Siegel cusp forms for Γ(D, 1). Our main result of this paper (Theorem 3.1) is an explicit dimension formula for vecter valued Siegel cusp forms for Γ(D 1 , D 2 ). It is a generalization of [Has84] and [Wak, Theorem 6 .1].
Our motivations for this study are as follows. First, we are interested to study a possible correspondence between Siegel modular forms for different discrete subgroups by means of comparison of dimension formulae. In the case where B is definite, Ibukiyama has been studying a generalization of Eichler-Jacquet-Langlands correspondence to the case of Sp(2). (cf. [Ibu84] , [Ibu85] , [HI85] ). He conjectured the correspondence of discrete subgroups and obtained some relations of dimension formulae. Our dimension formula would be used for a similar comparison. Second, we are interested in an explicit construction of Siegel modular forms for Γ(D 1 , D 2 ). We expected that dimensions in the case of D 2 = 1 are smaller than those in the case of D 2 = 1 for a fixed D. (cf. H 1 in Theorem 3.1). We see that this is true from our main theorem. (cf. numerical examples in section 6). In addition, we have succeeded in constructing the graded ring of scaler valued Siegel modular forms for Γ(1, 6) explicitly by using our dimension formula, Rankin-Cohen type differential operator in [Ibu99] , [AI05] , and an explicit formula of Fourier coefficients of Eisenstein series in [Hir99] . We will discuss it in another paper.
We summarize the way to obtain our main result. We divide Γ = Γ(D 1 , D 2 ) into disjoint union of four subsets Γ (e) , Γ (u) , Γ (qu) and Γ (h) as follows:
(i) Γ (e) consists of torsion elements of Γ. (ii) Γ (u) consists of non-semi-simple elements of Γ whose semi-simple factors are 1 4 or −1 4 .
(iii) Γ (qu) consists of non-semi-simple elements of Γ whose semi-simple factors belong to Γ (e) other than ±1 4 . (iv) Γ (h) consists of the other elements of Γ than the above three types.
We denote the contributions to dimension formula of each subset above by I(Γ (e) ) k,j , I(Γ (u) ) k,j , I(Γ (qu) ) k,j and I(Γ (h) ) k,j . It is known that I(Γ (h) ) k,j = 0 and dim C S k,j (Γ) = I(Γ (e) ) k,j + I(Γ (u) ) k,j + I(Γ (qu) ) k,j .
We can evaluate the contribution I(Γ (e) ) k,j by using the method developed by Hashimoto and Ibukiyama, and the contribution I(Γ (u) ) k,j and I(Γ (qu) ) k,j by using formulae of Wakatsuki [Wak] . It is known by Hashimoto and Ibukiyama [HI80] , [Has83] that the formula for I(Γ (e) ) k,j can be expressed adelically and can be reduced to local computation (cf. Theorem 4.1). The crucial work in using Theorem 4.1 is to evaluate the local data "c p (g, R p , Λ p )", and this work has been completed by Hashimoto and Ibukiyama in [HI80] and [HI83] . So, we have only to combine the data depending on the cases, but still it is a complicated work. Hashimoto and Ibukiyama gave the result in the case where B is definite in [HI80] and [HI82] . Our case is where B is indefinite and the way of combining local data is different from that of [HI80] and [HI82] . We will explain the detail in section 4. On the other hand, as for the non-semi-simple conjugacy classes, we can not reduce the contributions of them to local calculations. Wakatsuki [Wak] gave an arithmetic formula for the contributions of them, but one still have to carry out detailed calculation to obtain an explicit formula. More precisely, we need to determine a complete system of representatives of Γ-conjugacy classes of "families" (cf. Proposition 5.7, 5.8, 5.9) and calculate some data for them. Arakawa has calculated the contribution I(Γ (u) ) in his master thesis [Ara75] . We prove it again in Section 5 by means of Wakatsuki's formula (e-2). Hashimoto calculated the contribution I(Γ (qu) ) in the case where D 1 = D and D 2 = 1 in [Has84] . We can calculate it also in the general case by almost the same way.
We organize this paper as follows. In section 2, we review Siegel cusp forms in subsection 2.1 and explain the definition of the discrete subgroup Γ(D 1 , D 2 ) which we treat in this paper in subsection 2.2 and 2.3. In section 3, we state our main theorem (Theorem 3.1). We prove Theorem 3.1 in section 4 and 5. In section 4, we evaluate the contribution I(Γ (e) ) k,j . First, we quote the formula of Hashimoto and Ibukiyama (Theorem 4.1), and then we prove H 1 , . . ., H 12 of Theorem 3.1 in subsection 4.1 -4.12. In section 5, we evaluate the contribution I(Γ (u) ) k,j and I(Γ (qu) ) k,j . We prove I 1 , I 2 and I 3 of Theorem 3.1 in subsection 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 respectively. In section 6, we give some numerical examples for our main theorem.
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Preliminaries
2.1. Siegel cusp forms. Let Sp(2; R) be the real symplectic group of degree two, i.e.
Sp(2;
Let H 2 be the Siegel upper half space of degree two, i.e.
The group Sp(2; R) acts on H 2 by
Let Γ be a discrete subgroup of Sp(2; R) such that vol(Γ\H 2 ) < ∞. Let ρ k,j : GL(2; C) → GL(j + 1; C) be the irreducible rational representation of the signature (j + k, k) for k, j ∈ Z ≥0 , i.e. ρ k,j = det k ⊗Sym j , where Sym j is the symmetric j-tensor representation of GL(2; C). We denote by S k,j (Γ) the space of Siegel cusp forms of weight ρ k,j with respect to Γ, i.e. the space which consists of holomorphic function f : H 2 → C j+1 satisfying the following two conditions:
where we define |u| C j+1 = ( t uu)
2.2. The non-split Q-forms of Sp(2; R). Let B be an indefinite quaternion algebra over Q. We fix an isomorphism B ⊗ Q R ≃ M (2; R) and we identify B with a subalgebra of M (2; R). Let D be a product of all prime numbers p for which B ⊗ Q Q p is a division algebra. We call D the discriminant of B. Let W be a left free B-module of rank 2. Let f be a map on W × W to B defined by f (x, y) = x 1 y 2 + x 2 y 1 , x = (x 1 , x 2 ), y = (y 1 , y 2 ) ∈ W, where¯is the canonical involution of B. Any non-degenerate quaternion hermitian form on W is equivalent to f . (cf. [Shi63] ). Let U (2; B) be the unitary group with respect to this hermitian space (W, f ), that is,
It is known that each Q-form of Sp(2; R) can be obtained as U (2; B) for some indefinite quaternion algebra B (cf. [PR94] ). If B = M (2; Q), then U (2; B) is isomorphic to Sp(2; Q) by φ. In this paper, we treat the case where B is a division algebra.
2.3. Let O be the maximal order of B, which is unique up to inner automorphisms. We fix a quaternion hermitian space
Then it is a discrete subgroup of Sp(2, R) such that vol(U (2; B) L \H 2 ) < ∞ by identifying it with its image by φ in Sp(2; R). The two-sided O-ideal generated by the elements f (x, y) for x, y ∈ L is called the norm of L. We call L a maximal lattice if L is maximal among the left O-lattices having the same norm. For any maximal lattice L and any prime number p, it is known by [Shi63] that 
It is known that if two maximal lattices L 1 and L 2 correspond to the same pair (D 1 , D 2 ), then L 1 and L 2 belong to the same class (i.e. L 1 = L 2 g for some g ∈ U (2; B) ) since B is indefinite, and therefore U (2; B) L1 = U (2; B) L2 . For simplicity, we put
for the maximal lattice L corresponding to the pair (D 1 , D 2 ).
Main result
Our main result is Theorem 3.1 below. It is an explicit dimension formula of the spaces of Siegel cusp forms of weight ρ k,j with respect to Γ(D 1 , D 2 ) defined above. This formula is a generalization of [Has84] and [Wak, Theorem 6 .1]. We prove Theorem 3.1 in sections 4 and 5. We suppose that j is even. If j is odd, we have S k,j (Γ(D 1 , D 2 )) = {0} for any k since Γ(D 1 , D 2 ) contains −1 4 . For natural number m and n, we denote by [a 0 , . . . , a m−1 ; m] n the function on n which takes the value a i if n ≡ i mod m. We define the set T (m;
Theorem 3.1. If k ≥ 5 and j is an even non-negative integer, then we have
where H i and I i are given as follows:
For each n, A and B are defined as follows ;
· · · if n has odd numbers of prime divisors 2 −7 3 −1 (−1) j/2 (j + 2k − 3) · · · if n has even numbers of prime divisors .
If D has a prime divisor p such that
where we put
.
where A and B are defined as follows. 
where case (I), (II) and (III) are given as follows:    (I) D 1 (11; 12) = ∅ and ♯D(5; 12) = even (resp. odd) (II) D 1 (11; 12) = ∅ (III) D 1 (11; 12) = ∅ and ♯D(5; 12) = odd (resp. even)
The contribution of semi-simple conjugacy classes
In this section, we evaluate I(Γ (e) ) k,j , i.e. the contributions of torsion elements (cf. section 1). The principal polynomials of torsion elements of G = U (2; B) are as follows, and each H i in Theorem 3.1 means the contribution of Γ-conjugacy classes whose principal polynomials are of the form f i (±x).
We will evaluate each H i in subsection 4.1 -4.12. The method was developed by Hashimoto and Ibukiyama [Has80] , [HI80] , [HI82] , [HI83] , [Has83] , [Has84] . We quote the formula for I(Γ (e) ) k,j .
Theorem 4.1.
where notations are as follows:
The first sum is extended over the G-conjugacy classes {g} G of torsion elements of G which satisfies {g} G ∩ Γ = ∅.
(ii) The second sum is extended over the G-genus
, and dẐ is an invariant measure on C 0 (g; Sp(2; R))\H 2 induced from dZ and a Haar measure on C 0 (g; Sp(2; R)).
The definition of C 0 (g; Sp(2; R)) is given for each g in each subsection 4.1 -4.12.
We define
, where
Remark 4.2. We give some remarks about Theorem 4.1.
(1)The crucial work in using Theorem 4.1 is to evaluate c p (g, R p , Λ p ). This work has been completed by Hashimoto and Ibukiyama in [HI80] and [HI83] , so we have only to combine the deta depending on the cases.
(2)We need to determine G-conjugacy classes which appear in the firsr sum in Theorem 4.1. It is known that {g} G ∩ Γ = ∅ if and only if {g} Gp ∩ R p = ∅ for all p.
(cf. Theorem 1-3 in [Has83] ). We can obtain the result by using [HI80, section 2], [Has84] and the results of c p mentioned above.
(3)The integral J ′ 0 (g) depends only on Sp(2; R)-conjugacy classes. Langlands [Lan63] gave a formula for J 0 (g). We can evaluate J ′ 0 (g) by applying explicit formulae in [Has83] and [Wak] . We will evaluate each H i in subsection 4.1 -4.12. We denote by G[f i ] the set of torsion elements of G whose principal polynomials are f i (x). For i = 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, we have only to evaluate the contribution of G[f i ] and double it to obtain H i because the contribution of g is equal to that of −g. We use the notation:
4.1. The contribution H 1 . In this subsection, we consider the contribution of
Hence from Theorem 4.1 we have
We have only to multiple the value H 1 in the case of
because we have the indexes as follows:
Hence we obtain H 1 as in Theorem 3.1.
4.2.
The contribution H 2 . In this subsection, we evaluate the contribution of
consists of only one Gconjugacy class represented by an element g. We have Z(g) ≃ B ⊕ B. We fix g and this isomorphism until the end of this subsection. We put
where π is a prime element of O 2 . We have the following proposition. 
Proof. We can prove (1) and the latter part of (2) From Proposition 4.3, we have H 2 = 0 if D 2 = 1, 2. In the case where D 2 = 1, H 2 has been evaluated in [Has84] and [Wak] . Hereafter, we assume D 2 = 2. From Proposition 4.3, we have
We see that g is Sp(2; R)-conjugate to α(π, 0) and
(cf. (3.6),(3.7) of [Has84] ). Hence we can obtain H 2 as in Theorem 3.1.
4.3. The contribution H 3 . In this subsection, we evaluate the contribution of
We have only to double it to obtain H 3 . Note
] consists of two G-conjugacy classes represented by g and g −1 for an element g. We have Z(g) ≃ B ⊕ F with F = Q( √ −1). We fix g and this isomorphism until the end of this subsection. We put
where O is the ring of integers of F and π is a prime element of O 2 . Then we have the following proposition. 
Proof. We can prove (1) and the latter part of (2) 
From Proposition 4.4, we have H 3 = 0 if D 2 = 1, 2. In the case where D 2 = 1, H 3 has been evaluated in [Has84] and [Wak] . Hereafter, we assume D 2 = 2. From Proposition 4.4, we have
We see that g and g −1 are Sp(2; R)-conjugate to α(π/2, 0) and α(−π/2, 0) respectively and
(cf. . We fix g and this isomorphism until the end of this subsection. We put
where O is the ring of integers of F and π is a prime element of O 3 . Then we have the following proposition. 
Proof. We can prove (1) and the latter part of 
From Proposition 4.5, we have
We see that g and g −1 are Sp(2; R)-conjugate to α(2π/3, 0) and α(−2π/3, 0) respectively and . This correspondence is two-to-one or one-to-one according as Z 0 (g) is definite of indefinite. We denote by D(Z 0 (g)) the discriminant of Z 0 (g). If Z 0 (g) is definite, two G-conjugacy classes {g} G and {g −1 } G correspond to Z 0 (g). In this case, g is Sp(2; R)-conjugate to α(
, where O 0 is a maximal order of Z 0 (g) and (p + 1) · 3/2 (resp. 1)
(3) For any case and any G-genus, we have
Proof. We see from [HI80, Proposition 15 and 16] and [HI83, Proposition 2.5 and 2.6] that
Hence we obtain (1) (cf. [Has80, Theorem 1-3]). Also we can obtain (2),(3) from the above four propositions. 
if j is even (cf. (b-2) in [Wak] ), and
if j is even (cf. (b-3) in [Wak] ), and 
then only one G-genus of Z-orders of Z(g) appears in the second sum of Theorem 4.1, and
p d p (Λ)/e p (Λ) = p∤D(Z 0 (g)) p|D 2 , p =3 (p + 1) · 1
(3) For any case and any G-genus, we have
p c p (g, R p , λ p ) = p∤D(Z 0 (g)) p|D 1 , p =3
2.
Proof. We can prove this by the same way as Proposition 4.6.
4.8. The contribution H 8 . In this subsection, we evaluate the contribution of G[f 8 ], where f 8 (x) = (x 2 + 1)(x 2 + x + 1). We have only to double it to obtain H 8 . We see from [HI83, Proposition 2.7] that no G-conjugacy classes corresponding to f 8 (±x) appear in Theorem 4.1 if D 2 = 1. In the cases where D 2 = 1, H 8 has been evaluated in [Has84] and [Wak] . 4.9. The contribution H 9 . In this subsection, we evaluate the contribution of G[f 9 ], where f 9 (x) = (x 2 + x + 1)(x 2 − x + 1). Note that G[f 9 ] = ∅ if and only if −3 p = 1 for any prime divisor p of D. Hereafter, we assume that G[f 9 ] = ∅. We
where O is the ring of integers of F , then we have the following proposition. (ii) Let {g} G be any one of them. If Λ is a Z-order of Z(g) belonging to the same G-genus as L, then
♯D1(2;3) .
If Λ does not belong to the same G-genus as
Proof. We can obtain (1) and the latter part of (2 ii) from [HI83, Proposition 2.7].
For an element g of G[ 
p ∤ D and
Also, g is Sp(2; R)-conjugate to g 1 := α(π/3, 2π/3), g 1 −1 = α(−π/3, −2π/3), g 2 := α(π/3, −2π/3), and g 2 −1 = α(−π/3, 2π/3). Since g 2 belongs to G[f 7 ], g is Sp(2; R)-conjugate to g 1 or g
is indefinite, and g is Sp(2; R)-conjugate to g 2 or g −1 2 if Z 0 (g 2 ) is definite. We take all combinations of G p -conjugations, and also we take Sp(2; R)-conjugation out of "g 1 or g −1 1 " or "g 2 or g We see from Proposition 4.8 that H 9 = 0 if D 2 = 1, 2. In the case where D 2 = 1, H 2 has been evaluated in [Has84] and [Wak] . Hereafter, we assume D 2 = 2. We obtain from Proposition 4.8 that
We have C 0 (g; Sp(2; R)) = {1 4 } for any g, and
for any g. Hence we can obtain H 9 as in Theorem 3.1.
4.10. The contribution H 10 . In this subsection, we evaluate the contribution of G[f 10 ], where f 10 (x) = x 4 + x 3 + x 2 + x + 1. We have only to double it to obtain H 10 . Note that if D(1; 5) = ∅, then G[f 10 ] = ∅. Hereafter, we assume D(1; 5) = ∅. We have Z(g) = Q(g) ≃ Q(ζ 5 ) for any g. We have the following proposition. 
Proof. We can obtain (1) and the latter part of (2 ii In the other cases, we obtain from Proposition 4.9 that
We have C 0 (g; Sp(2; R)) = {1 4 } for any g, and [Wak] ). We have
for any g. Hence we can obtain H 10 as in Theorem 3.1.
4.11. The contribution H 11 . In this subsection, we evaluate the contribution of 
2.

If Λ does not belong to the same G-genus as
Proof. We can prove (1) and the latter part of (2 ii) easily by [HI83, Proposition 2.9]. For any element g of
for some elements γ p and δ p ∈ G p . It follows from [HI80, Proposition 20] and [HI83, Proposition 2.9] that if Λ is a Z-order of Z(g) belonging to the same G-genus as O, then c p is as in the following table for each prime number p satisfying the first column:
Also, g is Sp(2; R)-conjugate to g 1 := α(π/4, 3π/4),
is indefinite, and g is Sp(2; R)-conjugate to g 2 or g
We take all combinations of G p -conjugacy classes for all p, and also take Sp(2; R)-conjugation out of "g 1 or g
We see from Proposition 4.10 that H 11 = 0 if D 2 (7; 8) = ∅. Hereafter, we assume D 2 (7; 8) = ∅. We obtain from Proposition 4.10 that
for any g. Hence we can obtain H 11 as in Theorem 3.1. The set G[f 12 ] consists of four Sp(2; R)-conjugacy classes represented by h := α(π/6, 5π/6), h −1 = α(−π/6, −5π/6), h ′ := α(π/6, −5π/6), h ′−1 = α(−π/6, 5π/6).
We have C 0 (g; Sp(2; R)) = {1 4 } for any g ∈ G[f 12 ] and
( 2.
The contribution of non-semi-simple conjugacy classes
In this section, we evaluate I(Γ (u) ) k,j and I(Γ (qu) ) k,j , i.e. the contributions of non-semi-simple conjugacy classes (cf. section 1). We prove I 1 , I 2 and I 3 of Theorem 3.1. Since the class number of O is one, any maximal two-sided ideal A can be written as A = Oπ = πO for some π ∈ O. By taking conjugation by
Let P be the unique parabolic subgroup of G, up to G-conjugation, i.e.
We can prove that Γ\H 2 has only one 0-dimensional cusp in the same way as Lemma 5.1. We have G = P · Γ.
Proof. We take any
We can assume that there are some u, v ∈ O such that γu + δv = 1. If we put
then we have τ ∈ Γ and στ −1 ∈ P . If γ ∈ Γ (u) , then a = ±1 and the principal polynomial of γ is f 1 (x) = (x − 1)
, then a is a primitive 4-th, 3-rd, or 6-th root of unity and the principal polynomial of γ is f 6 (x) = (x 2 + 1) 2 , f 7 (x) = (x 2 + x + 1) 2 or f 7 (−x) respectively. We denote by I 2 (resp. I 3 ) the contribution of elements of Γ (qu) whose principal polynomial is f 6 (x) (resp. f 7 (±x)). We evaluate I 1 in subsection 5.1, and I 2 and I 3 in subsection 5.2 and 5. We summarize some lemmas which are used in subsection 5.2. These lemmas were proved in the case of D 2 = 1 by Hashimoto [Has84] . The following lemmas are easy generalizations of them and can be proved in the almost same method, so we omit the proof. Let a be a primitive 3-rd or 4-th or 6-th root of unity. We put 
Lemma 5.4. If we put, for a fixed a as above,
then we have 5.1. The contribution I 1 . In this subsection, we evaluate the contribution I 1 . We define the following four subsets of Γ:
where we denote by SM 2 (R) the set of all symmetric matrices of degree 2 over R.
We denote by C (u) the set of all Γ-conjugacy classes of Γ (u) . We can prove the following proposition by Proposition 5.2.
Proposition 5.7. We can decompose C (u) as
where F i / ∼ Γ denotes a complete system of representatives of Γ-conjugacy calsses of F i and {γ} Γ denotes the Γ-conjugacy class represented by γ.
Proof. Take an arbitrary {γ ′ } Γ ∈ C u . By Proposition 5.2, we have some x ∈ Γ such
and its image by φ in Sp 2 (R), it is contained in some F i , so we have
However, especially in the case of our Γ, we have F 3 = F 4 = ∅ and
where γ i is an any element of F i . (cf. [Wak, Theorem 3 .1]). By using the formula of [Wak, ,(e-3)], we have
Here, we define the notations as follows.
We define a lattice L in SM 2 (R) by
We put
dx 11 dx 12 dx 22 for x 11 x 12 x 12 x 22 ∈ SM 2 (R). We put
We can identifyΓ + as the subgroup of GL + (2; R) = {g ∈ GL(2; R)|det(g) > 0} and we define vol(Γ + \H 1 ) =
y −2 dxdy for x + iy ∈ H 1 , where H 1 is the upper half plane {z ∈ C|Im(z) > 0}. It follows that we have
Noting thatΓ andΓ + are independent on a choice of pairs (D 1 , D 2 ) for a fixed D, we see that the value I 1 is also independent on it. Hence we have
which is the same value as in [Wak, Theorem 6 .1].
5.2. The contribution I 2 . In this section, we evaluate the contribution I 2 . Let γ be an element of Γ (qu) whose principal polynomial is f 6 (x) = (x 2 + 1) 2 . Then γ is Sp(2; R)-conjugate to an element of the form 2) and corresponds to (f-3) of [Wak] .
We denote by C 6 the set of all Γ-conjugacy classes of Γ (qu) whose principal polynomial is f 6 (x). Then we have the following proposition:
Proposition 5.8. We can decompose C 6 into disjoint union of 4N subsets as Case 1:
All elements of F i,j are conjugate to γ( π 2 , l) in Sp(2, R). Case 2: 
2 + a i , 2l + 1) | l ∈ Z All elements of F i,1 and F i,2 are conjugate to γ( π 2 , l) in Sp(2, R). All elements of F i,3 and F i,4 are conjugate to γ(
Case 4:
2 a i , 2l + 1) | l ∈ Z All elements of F i,1 and F i,2 are conjugate to γ( π 2 , l) in Sp(2, R). All elements of F i,3 and F i,4 are conjugate to γ(
Proof. We take an arbitray {γ} Γ ∈ C 6 . By Proposition 5.2, we have
for some a ∈ O of order 4 and b ∈ A 0 − {0}. By taking Γ-conjugation, we may have a = a i for some i ∈ {1, . . . , N }. Hence we have
For each X i , we simply put a = a i . By Lemma 5.6, each X i can be decomposed as
We can describe the structure of A 0 /L A (a) by the same way as Hashimoto [Has84] as follows. From Proposition 2.5 of [Has84] , we have
, that is, there exists some subZ-module M of A 0 and we can write
. The Z-module M is free of rank 1. A basis of M can be expressed as the form: xa + yβ ′ (x ∈ Q − {0}, y ∈ F ) because we have B 0 = Qa + F β ′ with β ′ mentioned above. So we can take ρ 1 := xa + yβ ′ , ρ 2 := β ′ and ρ 3 := aβ ′ as a basis of A 0 . From the relation −2yβ
We divide the situation into two cases according as y ∈ O F of ∈ O F . (i) The case of y ∈ O F . We can write ρ 1 = xa + y 1 β ′ + y 2 aβ ′ with some y 1 , y 2 ∈ Z. So by replacing ρ 1 , ρ 1 = xa, ρ 2 = β ′ , ρ 3 = aβ ′ forms a besis of A 0 , that is
(ii) The case of y ∈ O F . We have y = y 1 + y 2 a, 2y 1 , 2y 2 ∈ Z and
is one of the following three cases:
In each case, the structure of L A (a) and A 0 /L A (a) are given as follows:
Thus we have completed the proof of Proposition 5.8.
The sets F i,l 's are called families in [Has83] , [Has84] , [Wak] , etc. For each F i,l , there exist g i,l ∈ Sp(2; R) and λ ∈ R with 0 ≤ λ i,l < 1, such that Hence we have I 2 = −4N · 2 −5 (−1) j/2 .
5.3. The contribution I 3 . In this section, we evaluate the contribution I 3 . We consider the contribution of elements whose principal polynmoimals are f 7 (x) = (x 2 + x + 1) 2 and double it to obtain I 3 . Let γ be an element of Γ (qu) whose principal polynomial is f 7 (x). Then γ is Sp(2; R)-conjugate to an element of the form 2) and corresponds to (f-3) of [Wak] .
We denote by C 7 the set of all Γ-conjugacy classes of Γ (qu) whose principal polynomial is f 7 (x). By the same way as Proposition 5.8, we can prove the following proposition:
Proposition 5.9. We can decompose C 7 into disjoint union of 3N subsets as Case 1:
All elements of F i,l 's are Sp(2; R)-conjugate to γ(2π/3, n).
Case 2:
F i,1 = δ(a i , 0, 3n) | n ∈ Z − {0} , F i,2 = δ(a i , (1 + 2a)/3, 3n + 1) | n ∈ Z F i,3 = δ(a i , (2 + a)/3, 3n + 2) | l ∈ Z , All elements of each F i,l are Sp(2; R)-conjugate to γ(2π/3, n + (l − 1)/3).
For each F i,l , we define g i,l , λ i,l , C(F i,l ; Sp(2; R)), C 0 (F i,l ; Sp(2; R)), C(F i,l ; Γ) and C 0 (F i,l ; Γ) in the same way as in subsection 5.2. Then, from (f-3) in [Wak] , we We can verify that C(F i,l ; Γ) = g i,l ± γ(θ, t) θ = 0, π/3, 2π/3, t ∈ Z g 
Numerical examples
In this section, we give some numerical examples of dim C S k,j (Γ(D 1 , D 2 )) for various D 1 , D 2 . The tables for D = D 1 = 6, 10, 15 appeared in [Wak] . Our theorem can not be applied for k ≤ 4. In the following tables, we formally substitute k ≤ 4 in the formula of Theorem 3.1. Hashimoto conjectured that the dimension of S 4,0 (Γ(D, 1)) (resp. S 3,0 (Γ(D, 1))) can be obtained by substituing k = 4 in Theorem 3.1 (resp. by substituing k = 3 and adding +1). (Conjecture 4.3, 4.4 in [Has84] ). We see from our numerical examples that there is a possibility that these conjectures hold also in the general case Γ(D 1 , D 2 ). (cf. [Ibu07] in the split case). 
